
                 

Policies for Local Energy Collaboration 
 
E N E R G Y  S E C T O R  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  C O N T E X T  A N D  C O L L A B O R A T I V E  
T A R G E T S  

 
Decarboniza�on.  “Decarboniza�on” is the process of reducing annual CO2 emissions over �me.  Human ac�vity 
emi�ng CO2 or leaking methane into the earth’s 
atmosphere is a primary cause of global warming.  In 
the energy sector, CO2 is produced when fuels 
containing the element carbon are oxidized, i.e. 
burned.  The current generally accepted energy 
sector decarboniza�on strategy is to alter the mix of 
supply sources, while reducing usage in parallel.   
 
Vision for Energy Sector Decarbonization and Local 
Energy Resilience.  Globally, energy usage continues 
to be driven by population growth and fuel mix 
shifts, e.g., electric vehicles, and has not peaked.  It 
drives energy sector greenhouse emissions.  In much of the US, energy sector decarbonization relies on 
substitution of natural gas, solar, and wind sources for coal and petroleum in the electricity and transportation 
sectors respectively.  As building and transportation electrification proceeds, daily and hourly matching of 
variable supply to demand will require increased reliance on storage batteries.  Seasonal variations in electricity 
supply and demand may be amplified at higher latitudes.  Longer term storage of solar and wind in 
electrolytically produced hydrogen may be necessary to harmonize seasonal variations in electricity supply and 
usage.  Natural gas and electricity are both beginning to displace petroleum in the transportation sector.  Longer 
term, hydrogen from solar and wind can add to the mix of low and zero carbon transportation fuels.  Hydrogen 
storage may also enable fuel cells, combined heat and power systems and microgrids to provide local energy 
security and resilience.  
 
Scale and Speed.  Countries, states, counties, and cities are setting ever-more ambitious goals for future electricity 
supply portfolios and carbon footprints.  Most US electricity is produced in large power plants that have economic 
lifetimes measured in decades.  In the US, plants that emit greenhouse gases are gradually being retired and 
replaced by sources with lower CO2 emissions.  The scale of this effort is appropriate.  The inherent speed is not.   
 
Meanwhile, families and local businesses are demonstrating that local decarbonization can outpace the gradual 
retooling of electric utility generation fleets.  The full report provides evidence that local decarbonization can be 
much faster than decarbonization of utility generation fleets.  It can also be much slower, depending on local 
decisions. There are significant barriers to local clean energy resource deployment in the US.  The best way to 
lower them will be to work both inside and outside the confines of monopolistic business and governance models.  
Collaborative frameworks will be the key to success, both inside and outside. 
 
Energy System Evolution.  Modern energy systems matured over their first 100 years, capturing size scale 
economies and moving toward full technical and economic integration.  Then, the US and other countries 
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launched a new evolutionary stage by creating commodity energy markets, first for natural gas and then for bulk 
electricity.  Since then, new technologies have created technical and economic conditions for a new stage, enabled 
by local energy collaboration and resulting in 
resilient, low carbon energy systems serving local 
areas.  In the evolutionary metaphor, these systems 
are a new species that must be enabled to co-exist 
with incumbents and to thrive.  Technical and 
economic re-integration will be required to achieve 
balance and stability in both national and sub-
national energy eco-systems.  The figure illustrates 
the general evolutionary progression.   
 

Accelerating Clean Local Energy Deployment.  If 
local governments and local electric system 
operators in the US plan, exchange information 
and data, and coordinate their objectives, investments and programs, deployment of low carbon local sources 
can create direct, indirect and induced jobs while supporting state-wide goals.  Fortunately, data and data 
analytics are outpacing even climate change, enabling much more timely and effective collaboration than 
possible in the past.  State-wide acceleration will require removing existing impediments in both centralized and 
local deployment pathways and then keeping both pathways wide open.     
 

Accelerating energy infrastructure decarbonization and resilience.  State policies can address the need for 
investment in local energy management capacity and integrated local energy planning and analysis.  Creating 
and replicating smart local grids will require crash courses in local energy collaboration.  There will be no 
substitute for learning by doing. The early collaborative focus will differ for each community according to its 
energy profiles, assets, and experience.  Community microgrids powered by a combination of on-site solar and 
storage and community-based renewables and storage, may provide opportune “educational” venues.  
However, fully functional, replicable and cost-effective community microgrids must await technically and 
economically sensible changes in state rules for interconnection and self-generation.  Likewise, the first 
community microgrid projects in any state or city typically will be more costly than later ones.  Because 
integrators and suppliers will need to recover their costs, state, local and ul�mately even Federal incentives may 
be needed to jump start and accelerate commercial industry growth and cost reduction.  States can take the 
lead, leveraging their role as primary regulators intra-state energy markets.    

State Policies for Local Energy Collaboration.  State policies must recognize that each county, city or 
neighborhood differs from all others in terms of energy usage and local energy supply opportunities.  State 
policies, appropriately, tend to focus on incremental change within the framework of legacy business models 
and regulatory paradigms. Historically, this approach has reinforced a general assumption that communities 
should simply import energy and export dollars to pay for it.  For some cities and counties this leaves large 
quantities of avoided GHG emissions and avoided energy service costs on the table.    

The main thrust of local energy collaboration should be to first identify the best long-term balance between 
local supply and imports/exports.  Then, the collaborators can move expeditiously toward achieving it.  States 
have an interest in the aggregate effect of such local optimization, but they should recognize that one size no 
longer fits all in providing cost-efficient energy services.  Successful local energy collaboration will produce 
different results in each community, because resource opportunities and usage patterns vary widely from one 
local jurisdiction to another.   
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Thus, state policy must account for local differences while setting minimum standards.  Across the board, many 
neighborhoods, a few cities, and perhaps some counties, can move toward producing some or all locally 
consumed electricity or even exporting electricity for use elsewhere.1  Fewer, if any, can hope to produce most 
or all their transportation fuel in the near term.  Some may choose to continue to import all or most locally used 
electricity and fuel, at least until the economic advantages of doing otherwise are clearly demonstrated.  
However, all should be empowered and encouraged to strike an economically advantageous balance between 
energy imports and local energy resources consistent with local usage patterns and supply opportunities.   

State Energy Eco-systems.  As transformation of energy markets progresses, electricity system needs will 
change.  Some resource capabilities will become more valuable.  For example, flexible resources become more 
valuable as supply portfolios rely more on variable energy resources.  States can respond by establishing greater 
transparency of system needs and fair compensation for resources that provide flexibility.  This response must 
be localized as well as state-wide, and even regional.  States must also encourage closer collaboration between 
local governments and energy utilities and system operators.  Even now, both collaborators encounter obstacles 
that can only be removed or mitigated by the other.  The resulting “opportunity costs” are a drag on local 
economies, especially those least able to afford them.  A particularly important and cost-effective state 
intervention would be to fund university-staffed collaboratives able to provide expert advice and analysis to all 
collaborators.    

State Policies for Local Energy Collaboration.  State policies for local energy collaboration must account for 
aggregated state, and even multistate, level energy production and usage profiles.  These vary widely, though 
not as widely as local profiles.  The IRESN Local Energy Collaboration Project developed a menu of local energy 
collaboration needs and opportunities and categorized them in ten generally applicable target areas.  The full 
report suggests possible specific steps that states, utilities, system operators and local governments can take to 
meet local energy collaboration needs and capture opportunities.  The relative emphasis across the menu of 
collaboration opportunities will differ from state to state and community to community.  A summary of 
illustrative state interventions is provided on the next page. 

Companion documents provide perspectives on collaboration targets and related over-arching local concerns, 
e.g. energy resilience, community renewables, etc.  Others address: 1) the implications of technology trends for 
the future of clean local energy, 2) the local costs and economic benefits of successful local energy collaboration, 
and 3) a preliminary vision of what local energy collaboration might look like if it became the norm in the US.   

Conclusions.  States create and adjust energy policy eco-systems that increasingly rely on decisions and 
investments by local government and local energy service providers.  State energy policy can be siloed or 
integrative.  Integrative is better.  Locally integrative is the future.  Collaboration is the key to local energy 
integration.  In turn, local energy integration is the key to future state-wide energy resilience and economically 
beneficial energy decision-making.  

States should consider establishing a point of coordination within state government with funding and authority 
to facilitate local energy collaboration.  An over-arching collaborative goal is to determine the most secure,  

  

                                                
1 While a virtual balance between local annual supply and demand will be possible, striking an actual real time balance will 
be complicated by the variability of solar and wind electricity supply. 
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Collabora�ve 
target:  

States can:  

On-site 
solar/storage 

update state solar legisla�on to account for costs and benefits of energy storage, solar 
augmented hea�ng, and expanded electricity usage for electric vehicle charging and 
heat pump space and water hea�ng. 

Community 
RE/storage 

1. establish criteria for community eligibility to implement community renewables on a 
virtual net metering basis, or  

2. Loosen restric�ons on sizing of solar arrays powering buildings and campuses.  E.g., 
allow communi�es to purchase and virtually redistribute electricity from local 
renewable and solar-plus-storage projects up to a specified percentage of net 
metered solar capacity in the community. 

University 
engagement 

develop roadmaps and provide funding for more effec�ve university engagement in 
support of community/u�lity collabora�on. 

Underserved 
communi�es 

set goals that there be no net out-flow of dollars from under-served communi�es for 
imported commodity energy purchases, i.e. natural gas or electricity not produced 
locally.  

Local energy 
training 

require up-to-date local climate ac�on/energy resilience plans that address consumer 
protec�on and staff training, e.g. community microgrid specifica�on/design training for 
local government and u�lity employees. 

Energy efficiency require local governments and u�li�es to jointly determine which state subsidized 
energy efficiency programs would be most effec�vely administered by the u�lity, local 
government or collabora�vely through a co-managed effort. 

Local energy 
planning and 
analysis 

1. offer phased matching grants funding local technical capacity to co-manage (with 
energy u�li�es) local energy market transforma�on, and  

2. co-fund and require comple�on of a baseline integrated energy analysis to establish 
feasible climate ac�on and energy resilience goals. 

Data and data 
analy�cs 

determine how secure, seamless sharing of energy and GIS data and informa�on can 
inform energy user decisions and more data-driven and effec�ve local climate 
ac�on/resilience planning and tracking while ensuring privacy and data security.   

Transport fuels require joint u�lity/community planning and regula�on of clean vehicle fueling. 

Local energy 
resilience 

Provide guidance to local governments consistent with shared local/state interest in 
GHG emissions reduc�ons and local energy security/resilience trade-offs. 
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resilient and cost-effective future balance between community-based and imported energy supply.  Striking this 
balance locally is the key to creating “roadmaps” to secure and sustainable state energy supply. 

Where local energy collaboration occurs, it will empower collaborators to let go of monopolistic rules and 
behaviors that impede change, innovation and competition in order to embrace opportunities for business 
expansion and diversification.   Energy and economic trends are linked at every governance level.  Local energy 
trends that decouple the linkage between greenhouse gases and energy production and use can, with aggressive 
policy attention, outpace and complement relatively slow and incremental changes in existing US energy grids 
and supply chains.  US states have the capacity and authority to accelerate these trends.  Each state and local 
jurisdiction will have different opportunities and priorities.  Nevertheless, states must recognize that local 
energy collaboration is possible, demanded and encouraged. No single collaboration area will produce decisive 
results.  Because they catalyze one another, all must receive greater state policy attention over time.   

The key in all cases is to remove barriers to collaboration while strengthening capacities for collaboration. 


